Addendum #3

Please note the following clarifications are hereby made to the aforementioned RFQ.

This addendum is being issued to answer questions that have been submitted as follows:

Questions and Answers

1.) How many day time only cleaning facilities are there besides the store (Barnes and Noble)?
   A. Primarily Athletic Center, Apogee Stadium, Indoor Practice Facility, emergency situations that arise

2.) What are the current staffing numbers for day porters and night cleaners?
   A. Day Porter – 1, Nightly - 7

3.) What are the current staffing numbers for game day cleaners by areas, such as stadium, suites, etc.?
   A. Pre-Clean 20, Event and Post- 38

4.) May we obtain the square footage breakout for carpet, vct, tile, etc in each facility?
   A. This information is included in the RFP specifications Attachment A.

-End of Addendum-

Issued by (signature)
May 25, 2021
Date

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: Please acknowledge receipt of this addendum by initialing the appropriate line on the Addenda Checklist, Section 4 of the RFP.